
Suggestions

Pasta, rice, all potatoes, all legumes (beans)
Breads and cereals
Fruit 
Starch and root vegetables 
Sweet corn, peas and carrots
Fruit juice and commercial vegetable juices
Nuts and seeds
Cheese and other dairy
Sugar, corn syrup and other unapproved sweeteners 
Soda/pop 
Teas with fruit peels unless approved by your coach
Alcohol - it can be dangerous to consume alcohol while on program.

NEVER shake a hot liquid in your blender bottle. It may explode, making a mess and it
could burn you. Always use a whisk when blending with hot water or other liquids.
Always add water first to the blender bottle before your packet to avoid the powder from
sticking to the sides.
Rinse, soak & clean blender bottle ASAP - the protein residue can cause the bottle to smell.
DO NOT overheat products or heat products too quickly, cook them slowly. If using a
microwave, monitor every 30 seconds or less, until you know how the product cooks with
your microwave. Microwave ovens may vary; adjust times as needed. 
Pay close attention to measurements of water. Small changes in the quantity can change
the consistency & cook time of the products.
Do not hesitate to add flavor to the meals. Such as: salt, pepper, herbs, or spices. Ask your
coach for ideas and suggestions.
You will get the best weight loss results by eating a variety of vegetables. Repetition is not
good for weight loss.

These items are removed to allow the body to lose unwanted body fat. Losing weight takes small
sacrifices, a change in your habits, and the practice of a new lifestyle. If you are wanting to maintain the
weight loss without regaining, you need to follow the program from start to finish. Once you have
stabilized your weight loss, you can enjoy some of these things again, all within moderation.
 
Keep in mind, "deviating" can happen by chance. It is not just by what you eat but also what you may
not eat. If you do not consume all daily requirements of vegetables, Moxifit products, supplements, and
not enough water, you can slow down or stall your weight loss.

Coaches are there to talk to regarding your struggles, cooking tips or need for new creative ideas.

Items to ELIMINATE
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